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A dataset on vowel quality and Advanced Tongue Root in Shilluk 
Bert Remijsen & Otto G. Ayoker  

 

This document describes a dataset designed to investigate vowel quality and ATR in Shilluk. The primary data are sound files, 
digitally recorded at 48kHz using a Marantz PMD 660 recorder and a Shure SM10A microphone. The recordings were made in 
December 2008 and January 2009, with nine native speakers of Shilluk (three women, six men) who resided in Khartoum, the 
capital of Sudan.  

The vowels appear in minimal sets for ATR, and are found in the verb stem, which is the final syllable in the sentence. The verbs 
are all transitives, and they are preceded by an internal argument, the semantic object. Two examples are presented in (1). As seen 
from this example, the target verb forms each appear in two derivations that mark spatial deixis: the centrifugal derivation 
(expresses movement away from a point of reference), as in (1a), and the centripetal derivation (this inflection expresses movement 
towards a point of reference), as in (1b). This morphosyntactic phenomenon is described in Remijsen & Ayoker (2020). The five -
ATR vowels /ɪ,ɛ,a,ɔ,ʊ/ are found in the centrifugal forms (FUGAL in filename); the corresponding +ATR vowels /i,e,ʌ,o,u/ are 
found in the centripetal forms (PETAL in filename), as in (1b). Other parameters are controlled: vowel length is consistently 
overlong, and the specification for tone on the target syllable is either the Late Fall (transcribed cv́vvc)̀ or the Low Fall (transcribed 
cv̂vvc). The specification for tone is the same within each minimal set for ATR. See Remijsen & Ayoker (2014) for a descriptive 
analysis of the Shilluk tone system. 

(1) a. lʊʊ̀t ̪á-lɛɛ́ɛŋ ̀‘Someone threw the stick away’  b. lʊ̀ʊt ̪á-léeeŋ ̀‘Someone threw the stick in this direction’  

The full dataset is included at the end of this document. Note that four lexical items (transitive verbs) are included for each of the 
five pairings for ATR /ɪ,i/, /ɛ,e/, /a,ʌ/, /ɔ,o/, /ʊ,u/. Summing it up, 9 speakers * 5 vowels * 2 levels of ATR * 4 lexical items yields 
360 types. However, there are only 358 types. This is because there is one accidental gap: for speaker 09, only three lexical items 
with the vowel pair /ɛ,e/ are included (/pɛɛ́ɛt-̀péeet/̀ ‘spread out’ is missing was skipped by accident during elicitation). Also, three 
of the speakers (04, 05, 09) did not know the verb in the /ŋɪɪ̂ɪc-ŋîiic/ ‘train’ set, and we replaced this item with /ŋɪɪ́ɪɲ̀-ŋíiiɲ̀/ ‘make 
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smooth’ in the case of speakers 05 and 09, and with /kɪɪ́ɪl-̀kíiil/̀ ‘tear off’ in the case of speaker 04. Between one and three 
realisations were recorded for each item. This is why there are 562 sound files rather than 358. 

Starting out from the raw recording files, the utterances were extracted and saved as individual wav files. The structure of the 
filenames is: [SpeakerNumber]_[TargetVerb]_[MorphologyOfVerb]_[PrecursorNoun]_[MorphologyOfNoun]_[RepetitionNumber].wav 
The three women are the speakers with number 02, 03, and 08; the other six speakers are men. 

The wav files were segmented, and these segmentations are stored as TextGrids. In segmentation, only the vowel of the stem 
syllable of the target word was delimited as an interval in each wav file. They are invariably labeled ‘v’, because the specific vowel 
is predictable on the basis of the file name. The number of TextGrids is just 543, as the further processing was based on the 
TextGrids, and some problematic cases were excluded at that point (problematic in terms of recording quality or with respect to the 
extraction of measurements). 

This dataset form the basis of the quantitative study in vowel quality and ATR in Remijsen, Ayoker & Mills (2011). 
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/i/ á-míiiǹ   á-pîiit̪   á-ŋîiic    á-lîiim 
PAST-pierce:PETAL  PAST-grow:PETAL  PAST-train:PETAL   PAST-probedepth:PETAL 

/ɪ/ á-mɪ́ɪɪǹ   á-pɪɪ̂ɪt̪   á-ŋɪ̂ɪɪc    á-lɪ̂ɪɪm 
PAST-pierce:FUGAL  PAST-grow:FUGAL  PAST-train:FUGAL   PAST-probedepth:FUGAL 

/e/ á-léeeŋ̀   á-péeet̪̀   á-péeet̀    á-méeeɲ̀ 
PAST-throw:PETAL  PAST-spreadout:PETAL  PAST-dry:PETAL   PAST-illuminate:PETAL 

/ɛ/ á-lɛ́ɛɛŋ̀   á-pɛɛ́ɛt̪̀   á-pɛ́ɛɛt̀    á-mɛ́ɛɛɲ ̀
PAST-throw:FUGAL  PAST-spreadout:FUGAL PAST-dry:FUGAL   PAST-illuminate:FUGAL 

/ʌ/ á-cʌ́ʌʌm̀   á-mʌ́ʌʌt̪̀   á-mʌ́ʌʌk̀    á-kʌ́ʌʌǹ 
PAST-eat:PETAL  PAST-drink:PETAL  PAST-catch:PETAL   PAST-hide:PETAL 

/a/ á-cáaam̀   á-máaat̪̀   á-máaak̀    á-káaaǹ   
PAST-eat:FUGAL  PAST-drink:FUGAL  PAST-catch:FUGAL   PAST-hide:FUGAL 

/o/ á-bóoot̪̀   á-góooc̀   á-kóook̀    á-róoot̀ 
PAST-isolate:PETAL  PAST-hit:PETAL  PAST-remunerate:PETAL  PAST-pullout:PETAL 

/ɔ/ á-bɔ́ɔɔt̪̀   á-gɔ́ɔɔc̀   á-kɔ́ɔɔk̀    á-rɔ́ɔɔt̀ 
PAST-isolate:FUGAL  PAST-hit:FUGAL  PAST-remunerate:FUGAL  PAST-pullout:FUGAL 

/u/ á-júuut̀   á-púuuc̀   á-ɟúuuk̀    á-lúuuɲ̀ 
PAST-find:PETAL  PAST-wipe:PETAL  PAST-stop:PETAL   PAST-pluck:PETAL  

/ʊ/ á-jʊ́ʊʊt̀    á-pʊʊ́ʊc̀   á-ɟʊ́ʊʊk̀    á-lʊ́ʊʊɲ̀ 
PAST-find:FUGAL  PAST-wipe: FUGAL  PAST-stop:FUGAL   PAST-pluck:FUGAL  
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